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Ia the nineteenth century metaphysics was feared, 

by most philosophers as an unwarrantable infringement upon 

the world of phenomena, which they f«lt was alone capable 

of bain*? perceived and of fcel;;g experienced. Phenomenalism 

w s  the philosophy of the century* The human intellect was 

to be restricted to trie world of phenomena; metaphysics 

"Qua" metaphysics was only a fabrication. Divergent trends 

of this phenomenalism naturally developed and eventually found 

tneir way into the forms of French positivism, English em- 

plricis®, German positivism and neo-criticism, end th<- 

pragmatism of the English, Oe.-manc, and Americans. 1

There are numerous reasons why pragmatism is considered 

in this classification; It limits Itself to sensory ex

perience, restricts being and man to time, and rejects 

metaphysics in the notion of a sclenoe of "ens qua entls."

This fsrm of empiricism stretches a new chord in its attitude 

toward experience. It is concerned with the purposlveness 

of h man activity. "Man goes in the search of the world of

phenomena, but nis search, his examination in the more
2

elevated plan of their usefulness for mankind.

2
Bt. Be
Company, 1959). P. 516

2s m *
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In America the philosophy of the pfmgmtisa Is usually 

Identified with William Jamesj the "uncontested chief of 

this school of thought.3 Even if pragmatisa has not

essentially altered philosophy, it has at least nominally 

made its presence felt. fragme tiam has been assimilated 

into common parlance under the guises of "for practical 

purposes*, pragmatically speaking* and even "spe&fcing 

purely pragmatically." The problem that usually follows 

with such assimilations is the losing sight of the words true 

aeani&g. It seems that this is Indeed the case with pragmetism* 

Pew know what the-vfcrd specifically means; even less knDw how 

the whole philosophy of pragmatism interpreted the term.

With regards to James most students of philosophy equate 

him witn the spying that "the true is wh&t is useful*. One 

purpose of this work will be to examine this in terms of 

what James meant by it.

The method of approaching James* pragmatism will be 

rather unique. The man was first of all a scientist, a 

physiologist, a psychologist. Thus it would seem natural 

to examine him first on this level. Leslie J. Walker in

^Herbert W. Schneider, A History of Philosophy (Mew 
York; Columbia University Press,



hi* book, Theories of Knowledge presented such an approach 

to James*

"Pragmatism claims a psychological foundation, 
and in essence is little else than the recognition of 
a particular psychologic®! fact and its application 
as a general principle to the theory of knowledge.
The pragmatist does not go to psychology merely for 
the data of experience in order to examine their 
aetaphysloal conditions. Hie standpoint is psychological 
fro© beginning to end; and his aim so he tells us, is to 

reassert characteristic features of human knowledge which 
have been hitherto much neglected, but which nevertheless, 
are there, and are directly verifiable in human experience.

Chapter I will examine the psychology of James in the 

light of its pa chologicsl basie for a theory of knowledge.

It will be noted on Chapter I that his psychology had two 

themes. Chapter II will develop one of these trends under the 

name of Sadieal Empiricism. Chapter III will formulate the 

other trend under the name of prajm&tlsm proper* It Is opod 

that the relationship will be seen between Badloal Empiricism 

and Pragmatism. The point being that although James1 empir

icism evoloved later than hie pragmatiara, nevertheless as the 

origins of both occur simultaneously in his psychology it 

seems logical to look to the metaphysics of the empiricism 

as a basis for the theory of knowledge of pragmatism.

^Leslie J. Walker, Theories of, Knowlg^e (New XorkJ 
Longmans, Green and Company, 192*0, p. I2&.



Therefore, this paper is Intended to give n>t only an 

explanation of what James* Pragmatism meant, but to show 

also that it is a deeper and raoro complex philosophy than 

most accord It.5 It has a psychological basis, a 

metaphysical determinant, and a final form as a theory of 

knowledge.

^Native Philosopher," Fortune. XXVII (March, 19**3), !!**•



The Psychological Poundati m u  of 
the Pragmatic Theory of Knowledge

For the pragmatist the story of reality and the story 

or truth are one and the same. "What we Judge to be true, 

we take to be real, and accert as a fact." All three, arise 

in like mannerfrom th« desire to atl&fy the exigencies of our 

nature. Therefore, the fundament: 1 characteristic of human 

congniticm which the pragmatist holds is that the "function of 

hum n purposes, as expressing human needs, characterise and 

pervade hum&n activity."* James used this characteristic as 

fcls criterion for establishing the existence of the mind

i.self. He said, "The pursuance of future ends and the choice 

of means for their attainment are thus the mark i»nd criterion 

of the presence of mentality in a phenomenon.**

This indeed appears as a vicious circles the mind is 

proved as existent by the fact that there are pursuance of 

ends and the choice of me ns| the mind is then characterized 

as ess ntlally fosseseing this attrib te. Yet, there are many 

instances of Just such arguments, which are accepted without 

consternation* We are told in the gospel that "by their 

fruits, you shall know them."

■̂ William Jamee, Prlnclrle of Psychology* Vol. I (New 
Xorks Henry Holt and Company, I<?±9) t p.S*

2Walker, p* 125*

CHAFTEH I



Although their essence is not defined by their fruits, never

theless it is said that they are able to be characterized 

bj1 their fruits as pervading their whole appearance and action. 

So, it seercs that James did not present us with a dilemma.

Although it would be foolish to say that this "proof" 

for the existence of mind in phenomena was needed as prer

equisite for James to undertake psychology, it would be just 

as foolish to believe that the application of these charact

eristics to mental life was in no way a part of his 

psychology. In fact, his great classic, Principles of 

Psychology. (1890) is dominated by two central ideas, one 

of which is this pursuance of future ends as a characteristic 

of cognition. This aspect Is of a biological nature, and 

the other is a re-interpretation of introspective psychology, 

in which James denies that sensations, images and ideas are 

discrete and in which he replaces them by a continuous stream 

which he calls "the stream of Consciousness.Therefore, 

consciousness, or cognition, is not only a selective, and 

teleological activity, it is a unity.

Prom this idea of the unit- of consciousness, the 

stream of consciousness, James was to later develope his

3James, Principles. Vol. I, 8.



Badical Empiricism. Prom the idea of condition being: tele- 

olopic 1 James was to develop his "Prarmatiam", his
Jt

theory of knowledge and truth. The problem of this chapter

Is to show if such seeds for these developments were ever

sown by James in his Frinclrles of Psychology. The first

examination will be in determlnr the psychological basis

for Sadlc&l Empiricism.

Consciousness for James consists in its through and

through connectedness. "Consciousness from our fatal

day, is of a teeming multiplicity of objects and relations,

and what we call simple sensations are results of discrimlna-

- 5
tive attention, pushed often to a very high degree"**'

The first fact that James took was that thinking, or conscious* 

ness, of some sort goes on. How does it go on though? There 

ere three Important points in the process.

First, thought tends to personal forms, that Is, every 

thought is part of a persons! consciousness. Each mind keeps 

its own thoughts to itself. There is no giving or bartering 

between them. "Absolute Insulation, irreducible pluralism, 

is the law.*^ The universal fact of consciousness is not

James, Prlncl;les. Vol. I, 221*. 

6I W .  221.



feelings sad thought® exist, but X think and 2 feel*

Second thought is in constant change. This change refers 

to that which takes place in sensible intervals of tine. The 

result is that "no sute once gone can recur and be identical 

with what it was before,* Although it seems fair to say that 

we seem to get the same auditory sensation every time the same 

piano-key is struck, yet *there is no proof that the same 

bodily sensation Is ever got by us twice,* What we do get is 

the same OBJECT, the realities that seem to present themselves 

to us over and over again, and lead us to believe that our

* ideas* of them are the same,? The difference In our emotional 

outlook is able to turn what was before beautiful, bright 

or melodious, into something ugly, wary or tedious, What James 

is trying to prove here, as said above, is that no two ideas 

are ever exactly the same. He thus places himself in 

diametrical opposition to the Lookian or Herbartlan schools, 

which formulate mental facts in an atomistic sort of way, 

and put consciousness (cognition) as if it were comprised of 

unchanging simple ideas, James said of such a viewt "A 

pera&nently existing ’idea* or Voratallung which



m&kes its appearance before the footlights of consciousness 

at periodical Intervals, is as mythological an entity as the 

Jack of Spades**®

Third, within each personal consciousness, thought is 

sensibly continuous* Thus when thunder crashes it is not 

pure thunder which we hear, but *thunder<*breaklng»upoa~ 

silenea-end~cootr»©tlng*with~lt*" The feeling of this thundar 

is therefore also a feeling of the silence that has Just 

passed, James felt fit to call the resting places (in our 

example the silence before) the "substantive parts, " and 

the places of flight or action (the thunder cracking) ha 

called the "transitive parts,* of the stream of thought* The 

plaoes of action are filled with thoughts of relations, 

static or dynamic, that for the better ;art of the time obtain 

between the object thought of in the periods of comparative 

rest* Me cannot ignore any feeling that is transitive between 

the silence and the thunder, nor treat their division, their 

boundary, as a break in the mind* James c ncl des that if 

there relations between objects exist in rerun natura. so 

surely , and more do feelings exist to which these relations 

are known.9

236

to - JtUoal F-arlrieUa (Mm iorkt 
Lon'taans, Green and Company, 19X2}, p.42.



At some moment, James said, we actually feel the relatioas 

between the larger objects of our thought. The stream of 

consciousness matches each of them by an Inward "distortion* 

of its own. Thus, In the example of the thunder, we think of 

the quiet and the thunder in a relation. It aeems that a 

■distortion of consciousness” would be somewhat like quiet 

with the addition of thunder connected by Just the words we 

have mentioned! "with the addition of*. Therefore, these words 

as a formulation of this relation between thunder and quiet. 

Just because they are a relation, must exist too* Zn other 

words this relation is felt, not only as wo^da but as having 

a meaning founded in reality.*0 The parts of experience will 

hold together from one to the next by relations that are 

themselves parts of this experience. 11

Although these are only a very minute saaii ling of a 

large aggregation of other factual examples given by James 

on this idea of the unity of consciousness, their pertiance 

to thit theme will appear very significant when they are seen 

in James* development of his Radical Empiricism. 1% is, 

therefore, on this psychological foundation of a unity of

10James, Principles. Vol. I, 265.

**James, A&, P ***•



consciousness thst the Pragmatic Metaphysics la to be baaed. 

The unity of consciousneaa la therefore a very important 

theme in the Prlnolrlea of Psychology, •« providing one main 

line of thought in the formulation of psychology, but more 

important, as providing the basis for a metaphysical condition 

of knowledge , to be called Badloal Empiricism.

There still remains under the Psychology the other 

dominate theme. Xt was stated already as an emphasis on the 

mind as the teleologies!, an emphasis on the categories of 

interest and practice, as affecting cognition. Xt must be 

borne In mind that the object of examining this theme of the 

Principles Of Psychology is to prove that there is some basis 

for saying thatJames Pragmatism developed also from his 

psychology. Therefore, the point to be laid in this section is 

on whet basis could James in all honesty define truth accord* 

leg to wh&t la useful, his fundamental pragmatic assertion.

The basis must be found in his Psychology. There appear© to 

be a sufficient amount of arguments and examples supporting 

such an eplstemolog ic*> 1 claim on the psychological level.

There are several excellent ohapters In his Principles 

that will clearly show the force of James belief in the 

teleoglcal function of the mind. In Volume One Attention
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and its relation to interest is considered as the force which 

controls, and its teleologlcal functions of selection and integ-

to my senses which never properly enter experience.
Vhyt Beoause they have no interest for me. My 
exierlence is what I a.*ree to attend to. Only those 
Items which 1 notice share my «lnd - without selective 
interest, experience is an utter chaos.13

Attention is therefore a taking hold of by the mind,

explicitly and vividly, one of the several possible objects

of thought. How many of these ‘things* can we attend to at

oncet The number is indefinite. JCet, no matter bow numerous

the things, "they can only be ki;own in a single pulse of

consciousness for which they form one complex ’object* (the

stream of consciousness), so that properly speaking there is

before the mind at no time a plurality of ideas, properly so

called. »14

James lists and discusses six different types of attention. 

The one that is of Interest here is what is known as voluntary 

attention. This is the proper type for this work in that 

cognition, consciousness, and even the naming of an object 

as true, will demand that the will, voluntary and free,

ration. 12 The chapter begin**

Millions of items of the outward order are present

*
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comblnad with the intellect in "conscious* activity be present. 

The voluntary attention is said to be always derived. This 

mesas that we are seldom able to make an effort to attend to 

an object except for the sake of some "remote" interest which 

the effort will s#rve. Interest here is therefore not due to 

any previous experience or a present pleasantness, but to seme 

future interest that will result*

In Chapter XIII, still in the first volume, James discuss* 

es the way these *remote* interests or ends to be attained 

control Intellectual analysis* The ohapter Is fittingly en

titled "Discrimination ani Comparison". For the purpose here 

of providing a cursory glanoe at the Psychology of James, it 

seems sufficient to only discuss one, while affirming that 

the other corresponds to the main line of thinking under 

discussion. An act of discrimination is a noticing or giving 

of attention to any part whatever of our object. An object 

can be broken Into any number of tnese discriminatory acts; 

but, the Important principle which James brings forth Is that 

"any number of Impressions, from any number of sensory sources, 

falling simultaneously on a mind WHICH HAS IDT FXfr'i:iiXKttCKD 

THRU SEPARATELY, will fuse Into a single undivided object for 

that mind*" Why can’t it be said that therefore, two diff* 

enent minds, peroelvin, even the same objeot at t e same tlae, 

will discriminate different aspects of this same objeot, 

fusing it into a single undivided object for Each mind* James 

In fact does say this*
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The fact that discrimination varies with each person 

is due to th« fact that discrimination la an active potency 

and consequently subject to habit* One of the most important 

ways of increasing ones ability to perceive these different 

points la personal or practical interest* Such Interests In 

the results to be obtained make on«*s wits amazingly sharp to 

detect differences* A person who Is to analyse an object with 

regard to its parts, is determined in such an analysis by any 

practical interests* An object may therefore vary widely 

from one person to another, as what la important to one person 

is not to the other* Such unimportant factors will be for

gotten or overlooked completely by the person with no perw 

sonal or practical Interest in that aspect of the object*

It will be seen la the section on the pragmatic concept of 

truth, that once again James has taken this commonly accepted 

psychological notion-Intersst affects observe tlon~and has 

applied it as a general theory of knowledge! the truth of 

an object is made according as the postulation of what it is 

•determined by practical interetWere finally verified in 

experiment.

**Xbld. 589.
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A very important chapter concerns James ideas on eon* 

oeption of an idea, Conception by hie definition is 

"the function by wftloh we thus identify a numerically 

distinct and permanent subject of discourse***^ conception 

is of the Individual| the particular. An abstraction, a un

iversal (e.g. white) is a particular conception. In applying 

white to rose, a white rose, white is still a node of sign

ifying particular things. It is teleological, a 

teleologic&l instrument.1? This idea is further developed 

in the charter on reasoning* Hare essence is said to be 

teleological too. James says that the *only meaning of essence 

is teleological*, and that classification and concertion are 

purely teleological,* weapons* of the mind* Therefore,

James logically arrives at an essence of a thing which is 

that one of its j rorerties or accidents which is so iarortant 

for m.y Interest* that in comparison with it I may neglect the 

rest*

■Headers brought ip on Popular Science may think 
that the moleoul&r structure of things is their real 
essence in an atlsoute sense, and that water i* H-0-H 
more deeply and truly then it is a solvent of sugar or 
a slaker of thirst. Not a whitI It Is All of these 
things with equal reality, and only reason why for the 
chemist it is H-O-H primarily, and only secondarily the 
Other things, it is that for his :urj:ose of deduction 
and compendious definition the H-O-H aspect of it is the

*60

I7M s k  w i



■Pro useful one to bear in mind****

James inserted this example tor wJiat he called *»ea so 

ingrainedly partial that, for common-sense and scholasticism 

(which is only common-sense grown articulate), the notion 

that there is no one quality genuinely, absolutely, and 

exclusively essential to anything is almost u n t h i n k a b l e * ^

Once again the pattern is obvious. Because it seems 

that the origin of conceit is not as important as its applic

ation (how it is praoitcal to us), it can be stated by James 

that in application of this particular psychological fact to a 

general theory of knowledge, the application becomes the 

criterion of not only value, but in ftot what its essence la 

to us. 20 James finally extended the function of thinking 

t3 read as but one step in the production of habits of action, 

tvery idea we frame for ourselves of an object, is really an 

idea of the possible effects of that object* All beliefs 

we have or form are only for action* Any conception is only 

for action* We will act in tome particular way as determined 

by the opinion we hold*2*

ISIbld. XX, 335.

X*Ibl3, 33*».

2frDoiacobert. b66* >

2IXbld* 454.



CONCLUSION

These 3T6 the two trends in Jaae* * Ps chology. Xt 

should be obvious that they are indeed distinct. The one, 

in the unity of c nsciousness* will be seen in Chapter ZZ 

in its full development in the Hetaph, sics of Radical Empiric 

Ism* Chapter IZZ will trace the fia«l# the other trend, the 

teleologies! aspect of the mind to its e lmiuatlon in 

Pragmatism. The seeds for both of these ere planted intr* 

enslcally la James* psychology! the final flower of each will 

be taken up now.



Metaphysical B&sis for the 
Pragmatic Theory of Knowledge

CHAFTEB II

During the tine Willlara James tis working sway at hi* 

natural science of psychology, he was consciously dismissing 

metaphysic?1 problems * dismissing them, not fro® his own mind, 

where they were indeed prominent, but from his science of mind* 

His first intention was to be empirical end he therefore 

postponed certain problems which could not be settled by 

empirical evidence. In the final chapter of his Prlnolrles of 

Paj/oholoft/. the Boat he w©s able to state was the for® into 

which the problems he had deferred had to be cast in order to 

make them problems concerning natural facts. In a way this was 

his •philosophical" problem. He formulated it as follows:

Me distinguish...between the empirical order of 
things, and their rational order of com*ariton} and so 
far as possible, we seek to translate the former into 
the latter, as velng the more congenial of the two to 
our intellect...

Any assimilation for things to terms between which 
such olasslfloatory relations, with their remote and 
mediate transactions, octaln , is a way of bringing the 
things into a more rational scheme.

There is thus © large body of apriorl or intultevely 
necessary truths. As a rule, these are truths of compar- 
Ison only, and in the first instance tney express relat
ions between merely mental terms. Nature, however, acts 
as if some of her realities were identical with these 
mental terms. So far as she does this, we csn make 
aprlori propositions concerning natuxal fact.
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The aim of both science and philosophy Is t:> make the 
identifiable terms more numerous. So far it has proved 
easier to Identify nature's things with mental terms of 
the meohanical th«n with mental terms of the sentimental 
order*

The widest postulate of rationalit* is that the 
world is rationally intelligible throughout, after the 
pattern of some ideal system. The whole war of 
philosophies is over that point of faith*1

James now seetos ready to enter that "war of philosophies*

with his attempt to construct an "Ideal system" that would be

a mitigation of the extremes of the purely mechanistic system

versus the absolute theism* His system he would cell Hadleal

Empiricism, or even Pluralism. It would be an atteupt Df the

first rank, though, to interpret nature as "identifiable with

mental terms*"2

One of the purposes of this chapter has been outlined as

being an illustration of the connection between the Psychology

of James and this, his metaphysical doctrine; This connection

should be easily made. All that James did, in effect, was to

expand his psychologic*1 doctrine of continuity in being

between "thing and thoughts*" In chapter 1 the examination of

James* Ideas concerning his "stream of consciousness" may now

be used to affirm whether t nmre was a doubt in J^me; * mind

even at this earls/ stage as to whet -er consciousness was

1James, Principles. II, 6?6»6?7

2Schnelder, 5^0*



ft distinct order of existence. He indeed did have his doubts 

about this orthodox assumptlon-the fundatmental assumption 

of every philosophic school at this time.-* But It wes not 

until 1904 , with the publication of his article "Does Consci

ousness Exist", that he made a final decision. This lecture

is the opening one in his Essays in Badlcal Emrlrlclsm: it
\

tells,frankly James' choices

Per twenty years past I have mistrusted "conscious
ness” as an entity; for seven or eight years I have sug
gested its non-existence to my students, and tried to 
give them its Pragmatic equivalent in realities of 
experience. It seems to me that the hour is ripe for it 
to be openly and universally discarded.

To deny plumply that "consciousness” exists, seems 
to absurd on the face of it-for ucdenlably "thoughts" 
do exist— that I fear some readers will follow me no 
farther. Let me then immediately explain that 1 mean only 
to deny that the work stands for an ENTITX, butcto insist 
emphatically that it does stand for ft FUNCTION. 5

His choice was made. The logical question that follows 

is what did he do, when consciousness had been*reduced* from
?

the role of an entity to that of a funotion. He first of all 

qualifies his statement in order to illustrate the point.

When he says that consciousness is an activity he means there 

is *no aboriginal stuff or quality of being, contrasted with th

at of which material objects are made, out of which our thou

ghts of then ft;e made."

3Ibid. 543. 
k
The full impact in this word "pragmatic" is basically 

what this paper intends to present. But for want of a sub
stitute, I have left this passage in the original.

5James, flflgflyg InJfrdlQftl Empiricism, 3*
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The function in experiences which our thoughts perform, wad f»r 

which performance this quality of being is invoked is called 

Knowing* Through our consciousness we are able to exrlain the 

fact that things not only are, but get reported. What is this 

primal stuff* ’pure experience* is the material in the world 

of which everything is composed.*

Therefore, to be a rodleal empiricist, it is necessary 

that a person neither admit into his constructions any ele» 

raent that is not experienced directly, nor exclude from 

such constructions any element directly experienced.

It can be seen tnat knowing itself in thi» context is a par* 

ticular sort of relation of one experience to another la which 

these individual portions of experience may enter* For such 

a philosophy,"that connect experien es must themselves be 

experienced relations, and any of relation experienced must 

be accounted as real as anything else in the system.*?

A whole context of "experience* is therefor© formed by one 

experience being added onto a former one- ad another onto 

this last one* The universe is given to us as a plurality 

of heterogeneous elements) tne consciousness of them blends 

these elements into a flowing unity of one experience added

6 Xbld. 3-4.

7ifeia. w .



onto the prl?lous and open Itself to one follow lag* *What X 

do feel simply when a later moment of my experience succeed* 

an earlier one Is that though the,* are two moments, the 

transition from the one to the other Is continuous.®

In short, there fere no objects apart from experience, 

for objective reference 1s but an aocident •incidental to the 

transitional and truncated nature of many of our experiences**^ 

Substances, eooldanta, absolutes are in now way required* This 

world of pure experience needs no groundwork* Xt Is merely 

an aggregate of experiences whieh 'hang toge her by their 

edges,* and which ‘proliferate Into one another by transitions;' 

and these transitions,•••continue the experimental tissue and 

so form part and parcel with experience,23

What is being emphasized is the fact that there is no 

need of any transcendental leap from the knower to the known*

•In the very bosom of finite experience every conjunction 

required to m&ke the (cognitive) relation intelligible is 

given in full*1* In other words, everything able to be ex

perienced Is Intelligible because such experience Is a 

relation and equal to the knowledge of It* The mind or'personal

sMit *9.
^Walker. 2$6*

James, Essays In Radical Kmrlrlclsm. 87*

V l «  James, ,%he ,*eanW of, Truth (New Xorks 
Longmans, Green and Company, I927J, P* I02»3*



consciousness !iSknlt by different transitions* Each of these, 

objective reality and personal consciousness, is similar is 

the one important aspect of being e x p e r i e n c e .*2 the real 

external world, (that which is symbolized in knowing) is 

a oomjlex of conscious elements* and consciousness, the 

symbol of the real external world, is an aggregation of 

sensational elements* The self, accordingly, is not a sub* 

•tautlal substratum of conscious states, but a content of 

conscious experience.*3

What James is do lag in his Sad leal 'leplrlalsfs is exactly 

that anich was anticipated In the first chapter* This is 

asthlng m>re than a continuation, an elongation of James 

biological approach to consciousness. James was seen to have 

emphasized the biological approach with his *stream of eonso* 

iousness*" Images and Ideas are not discrete, snd he replaces 

them by a continuous stream* In this chapter he has extended 

this to Include a notion of what the universe is essentially* 

As has just been seen, the primal stuff of which the world 

and everything In it is composed is “pure experience.*

The further extension is that now the “world* is experience 

and onl, experience makes It real* That James did have the

• 19-
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James, Essays in EaAlcal gmrlrlcUm. 80*

1 ̂Douglas Macintosh, I ^ b l ^  of^n^wlMge, (Mew Xorki 
The Macmillan '•omrany, l$X5)t p. 263.



embryo of hi* radical empirlelsa in his psychology would bo 

a difficult 5 olnt to disprove from such similarity • » just 

shown. Therefore, the first stage of the thesis has been 

completed. The Badical Empiricism of James did begin in hi*

fota&teto, SLlM&S&Sl&L*

Chapter III will show that there is little difficulty

in affirming that James Pragmatism also developed from his

i rlaclrlffs. The second point of the thesis is to try and show

a connection between his Badloal Empiricism and his Frag*

matism. It can now be seen that at lesst historically, at

least in embryo, the two*systems* could have influenced each

other* It 1* well to remember that James hiaaelf stated

flatly that”there is no logical connection between pragmatism,

and a doctrine which 1 have recently set forth a* *Badloel

Empiricism. 1 The latter stands on its own feet** True,

there may be no dependency at all of empiricism on rragm&tism.

James felt that there was no need for this dependency, and

that empiricism could "stand alone.” But, does this assertion

hold true with regards to Empiricism influencing the pragmatic

theory of knowledge1? Pragmatism, better yet William James,

must have had some basis somewhere for stating that the "truth

1* what is useful.* Few statements in all history have under*

gone such a fierce and piercing attack of criticism as this

one. It is only loglctl that James did have a soundly reason

ed foundation for It. It 1* hoped that Bedlcal Empiricism

can be shown to have been tnis basis.

•20*



Because of the intricate influence of m  ch chapter on 

the others, another reretion is necessary* The first part of 

this chapter showed how Eadlcf»l Empiricism developed from tne 

Principles of Fa cholose/. The conclusion from this was that 

Pragmatism oould have depended upon Hadlcal Bmflrlsism 

at least in that they were both being formed primitively in 

the Psyoholo-.ry* The next part of this charter will present 

a furtner look at Badlcal Empiricism; emphasis will be placed 

only on those elements that would possibly have influenced 

Pragmatism. Whether or not there is a connection between 

these elements now to be presented and Pragmatism, will be 

shown in Chapter XXX* Only the elements seemingly to be 

pertinent will now be examined*

A cognitive action Is an experience* Previously, the 

notion of "pure e perlance* as discussed* A "pure experience", 

the primal stuff of which the world is made, excluded the 

human element* But it was also said that the human experience 

is part of reality* Not being reality, but only opinion or 

belief about reality, though in an intimate relationship, 

the cognitive experience will contain elements! but, these 

will know the non-human element, in the only sense In which 

there can be knowledge of anything*



Doe& th# river make its bank®, or do the bank* make the

river? Just as impossible me/ it be to separat* tr.e r«*i

from the human factors in th© growth of our cognitive exi er«

l«nce* There are these human elements in every experience*

Each huaun experience is a relation, a real relation* As a

relation it connects terms. As a human quality or function,

the hum®a element will influence the convergence or divergence

of the terms* The relation is an Integral end detenai ing

force* James in his book Pragmatism, gives an excellent

example of what convergence and divergence mesnsi

What shall we call a thing anyhowt It aee:ss quite 
arbitrary, for wc» carve out everything Just as we carve 
out constellations (from the whole heavens of st&rs) 
to suit our human purtoses****

We break the flux of sensible reality into things, 
then, at our will* We create the subjects of our true 
as well as of our false propositions*

In addition, we create also the predicttes* Many of

these predicates of tnings express oaly the relations of th*

things to us and to our feelings* But, relations are just as

real as their t rras in a radical empiricism* What happens in

effect is an addition of one experience onto another one to

form what could be called for convenience a proposition*

Kennedy was a president of th* United States* Kennedy was th*

XSiillla® James, Pragmatlam1 A new Way for Some Old 
w V a  of Thinking. (Mew fork* Lon.prjana, dreen and tiomrany,



victim of an assa&lns1 bullet, The second proposition is a 

postulate, expressing the real world, STet, from the radical 

Empiricist1a standpoint, It has been oreated by an addition 

of one experience onto the f armer,Metaphysics H y ,  this 

has the important aspect of distinguishing radical empiricism 

from rationalism the system most feared by James and the other 

pragmatists* The essential contrast is that for rationalism 

the real world is a r ady-suade entity, while for pragmatism 

it Is still in the tasking, and awaits part of its complexion

from the future, *6

Zt is on this conclusion that Eadlcal Empiricism can 

tie seen under its cognomen of Pluralism, The world is always 

becoming! never a static organ, but cute continually waiting 

its additions, As mentioned above James doctrine of iadlcal 

Empiricism has been deliberately deleted. Only the most 

essential facts have been presented. The important 

conclusion are the follow!rigt

% . 4j. 25“-5. 
I 6 _ .........



X. All reality has at its primal matter experience*
2, It is experience that gives U f a  or a "real* to tha

pure date, that do have a rer <»e existence,
3* Knowing ia as expe lence.
&, Technically, ka wing is a relation between tha knowar 

and tha objeot bv< which thay ara made an experience,
5, From psychology it is known that one experience 

l<*«ns on a previous and succeeding one by being 
related to each,

6, Thera ara necessarily relations between any terns 
that •lean" on each other,

7, As experience is the "prlma matter* of reality, 
these relations must be experienced too; they are 
thus real,

6, Knowledge, as just stated above, is a relation.
As such it must be real,

9* The reality of knowledge consists in being a function, 
which is a part of reality therefore.

IQ. As a part of reality, each new act of knowing la 
an addition to the already existent world.

Thus, the empiricist will conclude oulte logically that the

world is in a continual process of development in a direct

relation to new experiences.

The fact that such a conclusion seems to be a firm and 

justifiable basis for James* Pragmatio Theory of Truth

will only be seen in the next chapter



CHATTEH III 

Pragmatics

Th© philosophical situation In th© I9th century needs to 

be restated one® more to give the necessary context, James 

was living in an a.ge divided between the rarely religious 

or rationalistic philosorhiea *nd the purely empirical ones*

As James himself rem: rX«d on the situation, "Xou flxid an 

empirical philosophy that is not religious enough , and a 

religious philosophy that is not empirical enough for your 

purpose,1 We wanted a aystem that would combine both things, 

the scientific loyality to facts and willin ness to take 

account of them, but siso the old confidence in human values,

James proudly boasts: "I offer the oddly-named pragmatism as 

a philosophy that can satisfy both kinds Of demands,"2 There 

Is another approach to seeing how James developed this 

pragmatism.

When James became dissettled with the rationality of 

some of his contemporaries, h© took this "sentiment of ration

ality" into his psychological laboratory for clinical investigation.

1James, Pragmatism, 15*



•He had a disconcerting and impudent habit of asking why 

there are so many articles of faith, tenaciously held, for 

which there car* be little evidence or objective validity.*3 

It was this impudence that became hi© philosophy of pragmatism, 

when he began to t sk how we are satisfied that a proposition 

is verified. It i© under this aspect that Pragmatism will be 

studied first a a method for examining- proreditions. After 

many years of continual criticism against hie pragmatism,

James was finally forced to cry out in despair "pragmatism 

never meant for me more than a method of conduction discussions 

(a sovereign method, it is true).14 Indeed it wts a method} 

but it also tied another aspect when it was used, a method for 

examiain truth as truth, This facet will be taken up later 

in the chapter. The methodiologlo*1 characteristic of prag

matism la of immediate conoorn now though.

Pragmatism was primarily a method of clarifying ideas.

It w s a method of clarifying teeas by extending: the techniques 

of experimental inquiry from the pfeysioal and biologiesi 

sciences into the field of logical analysis.

^Schneider, 515.
k
Ibid. 533* Schneider quotas Balph Rertoa Perry, The 

-ghauflm-flaSL Character of . vnillam James II, 530*1*



Donald Mackay Fh# D. professor of Philosophy at the University 

of California commented in an article on Pragmatism that "in 

view of lat©r developments this remains its major contribution 

to contemporary philosophy, more important than any of Its 

highly debat&'foie formulas for "the meaning for truth" or "the 

meaning of meaning.*^ The worth of this statement is usually 

affirmed; Because this paper is not concerned with th© 

value of pragmatism as a theory of knowledge , but with an 

explanation of its meaning, Professor Haokay's statement will 

not influence th© work toaoonoentration on Methodological 

Character only*

An addition will now be made to tne ebove definition, 

which st?'ted rracrm tife® ss a method for clarifying ideas. It 

is a method of interpreting or olarifying notions by tracing 

its respective practical consequences. "What difference would 

it practically make if this notion rather than another one 

were true?^ Thus, if the metaphysical dispute of whether the 

world is material or spiritual is raised, the pragma;ic method 

is employed. If no practical difference whatever oan be 

traced, then the alternatives mean practically the same thing, 

and all dispute is idle. What is done to attain perfect

^Schneider, 400.

^James, Pragmatism. 45*



clearness in our thoughts of an object (or a proposition) 

then, we need only consider what conceivable effects of a 

practical kind the objeot involve-whfct sensations we are to 

expect from it, and what reactions we must prepare.

Inst ad of assuming that ideas are distinct by being 

subjectively different from on© another, that is, having not

hing "unclear* in the®, pragmatism holds that ideas are diff

erent in me ninf only when they sake an objective difference 

in oonduot (practical consequences}. To develop* a thought's 

meaning, we need only determine what conduct it is fitted to 

produce. In Chapter I the process of knowing was said to 

consist in problem solving. Under James Pragnatio method, 

the formulation of a thoughts meaning is nothing more than a 

determination of wiiat objective difference it will make in 

conduct.? Once again, James has ext«nd*d th* psychological 

fact, to encompass, a whole new order this tim* an eplstem- 

ologlcal order.

An Important point should not be overlooked here. In 

view of this pr*o*odlng discussion of the pragmatic method, 

pragmatiem is usually reduced to the truism of one idea making 

a difference in my conduct; the obvious fact that ideas have



practical results. Jemes gives th© example of having "the Idea 

tnat a pencil for which I arriloDkia is la the top drawer, 

then X ehall probakly open the top drawer instead of the 

bottom. * Ideas are said to make a difference:

"... not in the trivial sense that different results 
follow whan wa act upon the®, but in the important sense 
that ther* is no discernible difference between one 
idea and another excepting in the different affects that 
might •conceivably* have fraction! bearin’e on our conduct 
Pragmatlsm is a method of clarifying the significant 
differences emong ideas t rough the anticipation of their 
future consequences in practice.9

Mr. Charles Peirce, famous for his inductive logic, m s

the first to introduce the pragmatic method in America. In 

1879 he postulated the following maxim:

•Consider what effects that might conceivably have 
practical bearings, we conceive the object of our concep
tion to have. Then, our conception of these effects is 
the whole of our conception of the objeot. 9

Therefore, ia regards to philo&ophy and philosophic 

disputes, If both i,ides are ©aamined In light of what possible 

consequences of practice! importance will aceure, and it is 

found that the same consequences will aoorue, then by definit

ion the sides of the dispute are meaningless. In fact by 

strict definition the concept of each side will be identical 

with the other, as the conception is determined by the effects 

James was preoccupied with applying the method to determine

8Ibld. 392.

^Ibid. 392: cuotea C.D. Peirce, Collected P&rers. 
ed.V, p . 258.
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whether a given philosophical question had an authentic and 

vital meaning or whether, Jn the contrary, it was trivial and 

purely verbal; end in the former case, what interests were at 

stake, when one accepts and affirms one or the other of the 

two thesis in dispute, 10 James felt that the "whole function 

of philosophy ousrht to be to find out what definite difference 

it will make to you and me, at definite instants of our life, 

if this worid.formula or that world-formula be the true one."** 

Classical metaphysics has usually followed a very 

"primitive kind of quest* for answers to a world formula. Th® 

universe appears to such a metaphysician as kind of enigma, 

of which *the key must fee sought in the shape of some illua- 

ins ting or power-bringing word or name"-the universe's principle, 

like God ,for example. Here such a metaphysician rests cont

ented. James, following the pragmatic method would be far 

from content. He would bring out of each word "Jfos practioal 

cash-value.* The pragmatic method was essentially an instru

ment in determining the meaning of words and the vital importance 

of philosophic! beliefs. It app^rs less as a solution, th®n, 

than as a program for more work.

10Bag«bert, 456-7. 

^IJarae;, Fpagaaiit-a. 50.
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This is precisely what it is. "Theories thus become instru

ments, not answers to enigmas, in which we can rest.” HO 

particular results :.,hen to far, but only an attitude of 

orientation, is what the pragmatic method oe&ns. "The att

itude of looking awa., from first thing®, like principles, and 

of looking tewards lost things, fruits, coaso winces, fs*cts. ”*2 

This would be what James called his Frapa&tio method; and has 

been po nted out, what he later termed even hie whole notion 

of Pragmatism.

We must not forget here that Jaams was an empiricist 

before ha was a pragmatist, and would thereby affirm that 

pragmatism is merely empiricism pushed to its legitim-'afte 

conclusions. It is a small step to apply the pragmatic method 

to the problem of trutn. Just as in the natural sciences 

there is the tendency to identify truth in any particular 

case with verification, to too, a pragmatic aectning of truth 

starts with facts, generalizes, and submits the conceptions 

to the control of experience. It is in the process of ver

ification that one finds examples of what is called truth.*3 

All our ideas, theories , are determined by the effeota which 

will have practical bearings. All that the pragmatic method

I2Ibld. 55.

*3Deg©bert, 460-1.
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on truth implies, then, is that truth# should have practical 

consequences.1** James gives a famous example of what he 

means* He ha, presented the problem of how to know that there 

are Sterg^ln XndU,,

•The pointing of our thought to the tigers is known 
simply and solely as a procession of mental associates 
and motor consequences that follow on the thought, end 
that would lead harmoniously, if followed out, into some 
ldft'l or reel context, or even into the immediate presence, 
of the tigers*15

Thus, to know an object according to James is to be lead 

to it through a context which the word supplies. The object 

is led t -rough experiences, to a verification* Therefore,

•ideas (parts of our experience called knowing aooordlng to 

Badical experience) become *true so far as theyhelp us to get 

into satisfactory relation with oth*r parts of our e x p e r i e n c e . ^  

From this standpoint of prfĉ raatism, exferience 1® "primarily 

what is undergone In connection with activities whose import 

lies in objective consequences - their bearing upon future 

e x p e r i e n c e s O n  this point it Is eas* to see that the 

pragmatic idea of truth Is again a continuation of a psycholog

ical fact. Here the "teleological function" of the mind, 

problem solving, has evolved into James* statement here that

^James, Meaning of Truth. 52.

X^Ibia. 46.

16James, Prascmfttlsa.53.

I7Parm, 395-6.



"experience is primarily what is undergone in connection 

whose import lies in objective consequences - their bear*11® 

upon future experience*

An important point that was discussed in Chapter II mss 

James idea of an expending world - expanding by the addition 

of each new experience. James applies the same reasoning 

to truth. Old opinions are constantly being adopted to fit 

into a new fact of discovery. "We hold a theory true just in 

proportion to its success in solving this problem of maxima 

and minima.* ... We say this theory solves it on the whole, 

more satisfactorily than the former theory." New truth as 

growing would be in the case of the mere numerical addition 

of new facts to our experience. The new contents themselves 

are not true, they simply come and are. Truth comes in what 

we say about them - when we say they have come. It is a 

leaning on old truth and a gras ing of new fact. Truth is 

always a go-between, a smoother-over of transltions-the 

transitions from old opinion to new fact. Truth is a growing 

process. It is this "growing process" that has merited for 

pragmatism the cognomen of a "genetic theory of truth."

James, Pragmatism. 61-2
18



Th# "genetic theory* of pragmatic truth is now ready for 

ft detailed study in view of two postulates*

1. Thoughts become true in j roportlon as 
they auooessfully exert their go-between-
functions.

2. It is hard to discriminate subjective from ob
jective factors in truth*s development.

A watchful eye woulci detect here the epistemological 

statement of the two themes in James Prlnclries - the object 

of study in Chapter I* One theme dwelt on the "stream" or 

unity of consciousness"; the others, the teleologlcsl function 

of oognition. Seeing e clearer connection between the two, is 

the object of this next section.

In general, cruth is © i roperty of certain of our Judg

ments. It is their ‘agreement,* as falsity means their 

disagreement, with * reality*# Such a definition is accented 

by intellectuallsts ana pragmatists alike. A dlfferentialition 

occurs between the two when the question is raised as to the 

meaning of ‘agreement and reality.**9 Agreement for the lotel- 

leotuallsta (the Hegelian intellectual!sts were his enemy) 

m«8ns • copy of reality# When you have your true idea of any

thing, that*s the end of the matter. You know. But, a prag

matist, first asking according to the pragmatic method what 

difference an idea will make in one's actual life If true,

James, HeacIng of Truth. 201.
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sees the answer: "True ideas are those that we can assimilate, 

validate, corroborate and verify. False ideas are those 

we can not." This is the practical difference it makes to us 

to have true ideas; tract, therefore, is the meaning of truth, 

for it is all that truth is knowa-as?° Truth, therefore * hap

pens * to an idea. It beoo es true, is made true by events.

Ia fact, its quality of being true, is an event, a process; 

the process of verification* The fact remains still that the 

possession of true thoughts means everywhere the possession of 

invaluable instruments of action. That is, an idea*opinioaated* 

to be true is finally made true when the practice! effects 

predicted b> the opinion are verified in actual experience.

This whole notion of verification of a ‘true idea* is a 

leading of the person up to the experience that the idea is 

in fact true. James would phrase this as "the true is the nasie 

for whatever idea starts the verification process, useful is 

the name for its completed function in experience.*^I The 

general notion of truth is something essentially bound up 

with the way in which one moment la our experience may lead 

us towards other moments. In Chapter II Radical Empiricism 

presented a world of experience.

20
James, Iragaatism. 201.

2*Ibld. 20i*.
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Knowing was a relation of one part of experience to another by 

moans of this act of knowing. Now, the knowing of tn idea 

as true, determined by Its oonoelvable practical results, 

will lead us to its verification. The verification Mips* 

us into t e particulars of experience again, and an 

advantageous connection is made with them; such advantages 

as predicted by the *true idea*• To agree wltn a reality in 

a side tense,

"oan only mean to be guided either straight up to 
it or into its surroundings, or to be put into such 
working touch with it as to handle either It or something 
connected with it better than if we disagreed* 22

Truths emerge fr>m facts; but they fall forwards into 

facts again and add to them; which facts again create or re* 

veal new truth and so on indefinitely. This is the meaning 

then of the original statement that thoughts become true in 

profortlon as they successfully exert their go-between of 

fact, regarded as true, determined by the effect-; to follow, 

and the final verified truth.

The second statement regarding th<? genetic theory 

of truth was "it is hard to discriminate subjective from ob

jective factors in truth*s development** Human motives 

sharpen all our questions, and human satisfactions lurk in all

22Ibld. 2I2.IJ



our answers. What such statements mean, in view of James1 

Badioal Empiricism, is easily seen. As was said, 'Reality is, 

in general,what truths have to take account of ; the first 

part of reality is the sensation. It is neither true nor 

false, it only is. The second part of reality Is something 

that our beliefs need to take ac ount of; the relations that 

obtain between our sensations or between their copies in our 

minds. The third part of reality, in addition to thee# sen

sations and their relations, is the previous truths of which 

every new inquiry takes acco nt. This Xast aspect has been 

discussed in the present chapter. How, the point is that no 

matter how fixed these elements are of reality, we still have 

a certain freedom in our dealings with them. For example, our 

sensations; that they are is undeniatle and above our control, 

but, which ones we attend to, and make emphatic in our con

clusions depends on our own interests. And as we ley emphasis 

here or there, "quite different formulations of truth result.* 

This process James feels applies to 'ete nal* parts of reality 

as well. In all instances we “receive the block of marble, 

but we carve the statue ourselves.*2^

-37-
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It wes this vary aspect of personal interest that James 

dealt with in his Psychology too. Chapter I discussed it 

in detail: Personal interest as regards practical effects 

is what determines attention to a *rneat extent. Similarly, 

James treats of knowing a thing as true is in regard to the 

practical effects - such practical being that by which we 

first conceive the whole object, and the final appraisal of the 

truth of the idea, through verification in experience.

\



CONCLUSION

The final chapter has attempted to complete two main 

tasks; first, It wee to be a presentation of the Pragmatism 

of William James under the two aspects of the Pragmatio 

Method, and also the Pragmatic genetic theory of truth. Sec

ondly, th© charter has tried to 3: resent the above aspects in 

relation to Janes work in Psychology and his philosophy of 

Radical Empiricism. Chapter 1 examined the classic work of 

James, The Prlnclrles of Psychology, and brought to light 

the two predominate tr.ear.es: a biological examination of 

the "psyoh" with the theory of a teleogicel function of con

cepts, conception and even essences; an introspective 

descriptive psychology of the "psych* revealing a continuous 

"stream of consciousness* of related sensations, images and 

ideas* Cnapter II was an inspection of E&dlcal uapirlclsa, 

again for two reasons: first, to show that James1 philosophy 

of Pluralism or Radical Empiricism did find its "semen* in 

his psychological “stream of consciousness* and truly was 

a logical development in metaphysical lines. Secondly, 

Radical Empiricism was only described la a limited number of 

its aspeots in order to vi*w it as an Important cog in a true 

understanding of Pragmatism Itself. It seemed foolish *hen 

trying to present an explanation of James pragmatic moth d, 

and theory of truth, to do so without recourse to some*more



ultimate* basis than his own "pragmatic" words on the subject* 

Prefacing the inspection of Pragmatism with the first two 

charters in this work, appeared as a defensible plan of inquiry. 

With these remarks as a background for eontext, the third 

Chapter was able to appear as an ossification of further 

Jamesonlan thinking.

This whole question of whether it is right to put 

Psychology and Badical Smplriolsm as a means for understanding 

Pragmatism can be easily reduced by the employment of the 

pra m»tlc method. What practical consequences would result 

from using these two or not? The practical result is none 

other than that it has seemed to the writer to be clearer 

and more easily understandible. Numerous connections between 

the two were available, providing conclusive evidence that, 

pragmatically, the reasoning behind this thesis was valid.
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